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Greeting
Robotics is a natural priority for Skolkovo.
It hardly possible to find an area which is more
organically aligned with our mission and has
a better balance of scientific novelty and commercial potential as well as the capacity
to generate multiple projects at the intersection of
different disciplines providing an additional stimulus for development of internal links in the ecosystem.
Andrey Burenin, Chairman of the Board of Skolkovo
Foundation

Along with commonly advanced innovation areas in Russia Skolkovo supports the innovation
initiatives which are just starting to impact people’s lives. Those who boldly launch new projects,
start-ups for the creation of robots addressing the
tasks which are important for mankind need smart
money and strong mentors. Skolkovo created a
mechanism of acceleration of technological projects at early stages using mentor programs and
our hack space interface. We are waiting for creators who are capable to take the most daunting
tasks head on.
Vasily Belov, Senior Vice-President, Innovations
development
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Foreword
Dear reader,
Scientific progress has become the most critical success factor in the
modern knowledge economy - the armament race has been replaced
by the geeks’ race. The creation of technological advantages
is important not only for the defensive capacity of a country but also
for competitive ability of the country in the global arena. In the next
10–15 years robotics is likely to become one of the key areas of new
discoveries and breakthrough technologies. They will have a broad
impact not only on the narrow economic segment where they will
be created but also on all sectors of global economy transforming human
activities and possibly the entire civilization. The timely adaptation of
our country to dramatic changes and strategic surprises is a critical
requirement for survival. In the nearest future we will see tectonic shifts
in employment - many professions will become a thing of the past as
computers and autonomous robots will completely transform the
essence of such common profession as a truck driver. However, the same
technologies will create completely new professions, specializations and
will generate new jobs. There is only one question that concerns us - what
should be done to ensure that these jobs are created in Russia.
This brochure is an informational and analytical document that should
show not only the tasks and results of the work of Robotics Centre but
also the place of the robotics in the global context. We believe that this
material will be equally useful both to customers of robotics products
and for robotics engineers. It is possible that a part of the brochure that
describes the notion of a robot and the robotics market will seem to be too
superficial. Nevertheless, our experience of practical work with customer
has shown the importance of analytical material for the understanding of
the broad context of our industry.
A lot of people helped us in our work and the full list of their names would
probably take up the most part of the text. However, we would like to
express our special acknowledgement to the following people for their
valuable comments and feedback:
• Lyudmila Golubkova, Partner of Starta Capital
• Roman Zhukov, founder of Wikron, Lexy
• Dmitry Suvorov, founder of Wikron, Lexy

In addition, robotics would never have been introduced to Skolkovo
if Skolkovo Open University had not organized the Summer Robotics
School in Imperial College of London in 2012 where many future
participants of the robotics community met each other, created joint
projects, argued with each other and eventually decided that Skolkovo
needed its own robotic centre.
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One of first exoskeleton «ExoAthlet» test pilots
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First Things First
Although the human dream about
a smart and invincible iron helper dates
back to ancient Greek myths and the
first automatons were created in the
15th century, robotics only now attains
importance as an industry of the global
economy - there are neither approved
common standards nor established players
and the market is fully open for everyone
who has bright ideas and can implement
them.
As our civilization enters the sixth
technology cycle1, intellectual robotics (IR)
are all distinctly expressing themselves
more as one of the general purpose
technologies that penetrate in all aspects
of our life. Here and hereinafter the robotics
means intellectual (i.e. having high degree
of independence2) industrial and service
robotics (both personal and professional)
including ground, air and marine
autonomous and unmanned vehicles.
The opening window of opportunity
during the transition to a new technology
cycle can allow our country to overcome
technical and technological inferiority
which will have a significant impact on the
improvement of labour productivity, GDP
growth, improvement of quality of services
provided to businesses and population,
improvement
of
industrial
safety,
improvement of emergency response
efficiency, reduction of road accident
rates, improvement of resource efficiency
of economy of our country, improvement
of reliability of critical infrastructure.
The impact of robotics progress
on the global economy can amount
to approximately 6.3trillion USD per year3.
Relating it to our country it is possible
to estimate that the economic effect of
development of robotics can amount to
up to 220 billion USD per year (or around
6% of Russia’s GDP). According to expert
estimates the robotics market growth can
respectively range from 19-55% every year
in industrial and service robotics.
The governments of many developed
countries in 2011–2014 announced
the launching of programs supporting
research and commercialization of
robotics aimed at addressing a number of
critical issues of development of robotics.
Namely, they started to amend legislation
and technical regulations, measures are
taken to encourage private investments

Autonomous control system for heavy mining track
BELAZ developed by «Vist Mining Technology»
company
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Trial model of driveless transport vehicle developed
by Design Bureau «Aurora»

1
Glazyev S.Yu., Lvov D.S., Fetisov G.G. Evolution of Technical
and Economic Systems: Capabilities and Limits of Centralized
Regulation. — M.: Nauka, 1992. — 207 p.
2
Robots can have different degrees of self-sufficiency. Remotely
controlled robotic manipulators have low degrees of selfsufficiency. Robots with true artificial intelligence that are able
to take decisions amid uncertainty have the highest degree of
self-sufficiency (they do not exist for now).
3
McKinsey Global Institute, Disruptive technologies: Advances
that will transform life, business, and the global economy, 2013/
4
STEM - Science Technology Engineering Math

in the development of technologies and
their commercialization, to reduce market
entry barriers and transaction costs for
small and middle businesses (SMB), to
expand educational programs in schools
and universities aimed at development
of STEM -competence. Currently, there
around 3300 private and government
organizations in the world that conduct
research and development in the robotics
field.
Russia has all the prerequisites for
development of robotics: a small population
facilitating demand for labour saving
technologies, high level of engineering and
technical education, many years of R&D
in this and related fields. According to the
estimates of Skolkovo Robotics Centre
there are around 130-150 organizations
in our country that implement projects or
conduct activities related to intellectual
robotics and base technologies. It is
important that the personnel potential
of Russian organizations is based on the
large number of graduates of engineering
universities
with
specialization
in
«mechatronics and robotics» - around
1000 engineers per year. This is well
complemented by the expectation of
future breakthroughs in robotics, namely
in the field of cognitive functions of robots
which essentially represent mathematical,
algorithmic and software support. These
competencies are well developed in Russia
which enhances personnel potential in the
robotics field in our country.
The interdisciplinary Skolkovo Robotics
Centre includes 35 organizations that
implement
commercial
knowledgeintensive projects in industrial and service
robotics which accounts for around 2025% of the total number of Russian R&D
organizations in the field of robotics.
Such projects as Wicron (development
of independent robot control system), KB
Avrora (development of open platform for
testing of autonomous control), RoboCV
(development of autopilot system on the
warehouse vehicles. It attracted the largest
amount of venture financing among similar
projects in Russia) are the most prominent
of our projects. In 2014 the Robotics
Centre with the help of its competition
Startup Village presented an unique
Russian project for the development of
rehabilitation
exoskeleton
"Exoatlet".
During the year following the event the
Exoatlet team created the first prototype
of the exoskeleton. By 2017 Skolkovo
Robotics Centre should become the
largest and the most powerful centres of
commercialization of civil robotics projects
in Russia.
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About Skolkovo Robotics Centre
Mission of Robotics Centre
Skolkovo Robotics Centre (Robocentre) sees its mission in the delivery of the following
strategic tasks:
• Support of re-industrialization of Russia to overcome technical and technological
inferiority through the creation of Russian high-tech robotics industry.
• Increasing public awareness at a national and international level about Skolkovo, the
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology and Russian robotics industry.
• Engagement of the opinion leaders, global experts to support the growth of the
Russian robotics industry.
• Acceleration of commercialization of small knowledge-intensive businesses in
robotics industry.
• Popularization of robotics in Russia.

Innovation Priorities of Robotics Centre
In 2014 the Skolkovo Scientific Advisory Council approved the changes of the list of
innovation priorities of Skolkovo IT Cluster. New area (foresight) «Intellectual Robotics
and Autonomous Vehicles» was added to this list that includes:
• Improvement of perception, understanding, autonomous navigation, tele- and
supervisory control and planning of robotics systems in dynamic non-deterministic
environment of all kinds (underwater, underground, surface, air and space). Innovations in
projects related to this foresight should include improvement of the degree of awareness
of its surroundings of the robot and dynamic planning of actions in non-deterministic or
in other words improvement of robot intelligence.
• New hardware or software for human-machine interaction and collaborate behaviour
of robots, natural control interfaces and machine learning for robots, including industrial
or service applications. It is expected that the next generation of robots will interact with
human beings, user directly without sophisticated programming tools, understanding
natural means of communication with a human being - voice, gestures and possibly
neuro-interfaces. This foresight should also include the study of opportunities of Internetof-Things for robotics, cloud robotics - through distribution of information between
control centre and on-board systems of a robot with maximum efficiency.
• Human ougmentetion systems capabilities including industrial or rehabilitation
exoskeletons, intelligent prostheses. Development of these breakthrough technologies
that have an exception impact on the society requires studies in a number of fields
- mechatronics, management systems, neuro- and mio-interfaces, image recognition
systems, power cell intelligent control and a number of related fields.
• New equipment, sensors and software for medical robotics, robots for surgery including
micro- and nano robotics. Minimum invasive and non-invasive robotics surgery requires
solutions in the field of micro mechanics, mathematics, management and other fields.
Currently, medical robotics is the most significant sector of service robotics all over the
world in terms of sales and margins.
If you consider obtaining a status of Skolkovo participant in foresight «intellectual robotics
and autonomous vehicles» your proposed project should have novelty (innovation) in
one of the above foresights.
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Yaroslav Polev is the first test-pilot of «ExoAthlet» exoskeleton strolling around
«Robotics Days» in Sochi, 2014
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Robotics Centre Support
The Robocentre is the structural unit of IT Cluster
of Skolkovo Innovation Centre and therefore
participants of the robocentre have all the benefits and
opportunities of all participants of a Skolkovo project:
Tax and customs benefits:
• Unified Social Tax — 14%.
• Profit tax — 0%.
• VAT — 0%.
• Property tax — 0%.
• Customs duties for imported research equipment — 0%
Support for attracting financing and acceleration:
• Certified venture investors and business angels.
• Mentoring and business acceleration programs.
• Access to widest network of recognized international
experts in Russia.
Access to infrastructure and consulting:
• R&D infrastructure and Common Use Centres.
• Consulting for applicants for the status of Skolkovo 		
Participant
• Lease of office premises.
• International and national events. Such as Skolkovo 		
Robotics, Start-up Village, Tech Park Olympics
• Education and mentorship.

Additionally, the Skolkovo Robotics Centre provides
the following support for participants who have Skolkovo resident status:
• Placement of promising teams in Hackspace of Robotic
Center in Skolkovo - 3-in-1 unique site: workshop,
microelectronics laboratory, office. Workplaces are
provided free of charge for a period from 6 to 9 months
for development of prototype of commercialized robotics
product.
• Educational acceleration programs in design,
productization and commercialization of robotics.
• Privileged access to software of Skolkovo partners
(Microsoft, Softline, Parallels, National Instruments,
Autodesk, Kuka, Festo, etc.), relevant common use
centres.
• Technological competitions for selection of prospective
projects jointly with partners of Robotics Centre - Federal
Agency for Scientific Organizations, Advanced Research
Foundation, Russian universities and partner Federal and
regional development institutes.
• Mentoring support provided by the best entrepreneurs
and scientists with the specialized Skolkovo program
mentors.sk.ru.
• Continuous workshops as part of Skolkovo programs
such as Russian Start-up Tour and partner programs such
as Generation S.

Grant Support:
• Free of charge financing
• Different types of grants: Micro-grants (up to 1.5 MM RUB),
mini-grants (up to 5 MM RUB) for initial stages of project and
grants (from 5 to 300 MM RUB), grants for scientific research
activities with co-financing from 25% to 100% depending
on the project phase and total amount of financing.
Possibility to live and work
in Skolkovo:
• Comfortable accommodation
• Education for children
• Health care

for

entire

team

Katya Bereziy, leader «ExoAthlet» receives Startup Village 2014
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Robotics: Markets and Opportunities
Robots are interesting. Everybody knows that even small
children. But objective studies have revealed an information
surge of robotics information in the recent years. The NEST
analytical centre calculated that high-citation English-language magazines mention robots 16 times more often. Robotics
became a mandatory topic discussed at any industrial or innovational forum. A recent poll conducted among 1896 business
and science experts by US Pew research centre found that the
overwhelming majority of these experts are confident that
robotics will significantly transform human life in the next
10 years.

Boris Rozman, CEO of «Underwater Robotics» company, maker of
ultralight underwater robots «GNOM», selling in hundreds around the
world.
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Definitions of what a robot is (and robotics as an
industry dealing with robots) significantly vary.
Recently adopted international standards help
to determine what is a «robot» (ISO 8373:2012).
These definitions are also accepted by Skolkovo
Robotics Centre:
A robot is an actuated mechanism programmable
in two or more axes with a degree of autonomy,
moving within its environment, to perform intended tasks.
This standard defines two main classes of robots:
industrial and service robots the latter group includes subclasses of professional (commercial)
and personal (home) robots.
The standard provides the following definitions:
• An industrial robot is automatically controlled,
reprogrammable m ulti-purpose manipulator, programmable in three or more axes, which can either be fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial
application;
• A service (professional) robot is a robot that
performs useful tasks for humans or equipment
excluding industrial automation application.

There are also other possible categories of
industrial or service robots which are no less
important:
• According to market type, industry or
organization
that uses the robots:
• Industrial robotics:
- automotive industry,
- electronics assembly.
- chemicals production,
- food industry,
- other industries.
• Service (professional) robotics:
- Defence robotics,
- Space robotics,
- Field robotics including: agriculture, animal 		
husbandry, wood working, etc.
- Professional cleaning,
- Facility monitoring and surveillance,
- Construction and building demolition,
- Logistics and transport,
- Other types of service robotics.
• Depending on the robotics application
environment:
- ground (including underground)
- air,
- sea (above water, underwater),
- space.
• Depending on the physical form of robotics:
- manipulators,
- robotics platforms,
- exoskeletons,
- metamorphic robots,
- nano- and micro-robots,
- anthropomorphic,
- and other types of robots.
• Depending on the degree of autonomous control
of robots:
- programmable,
- remotely controlled,
- supervisory,
- collaborative,
- autonomous including unmanned.
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Table 1. Key indicators of the global robotics in 2013.
INDICATOR

VALUE

Number of sold industrial robots

179,000 units

Number of sold service robots (including military robots - 45%)

21,000 units

Global market of industrial robotics

$29 bln

Global market of service robotics
Total number of installations of industrial robots
Total number of produced service robots

$3.57 bln
up to 1.6 mln units
Up to 150,000
units

Different private organizations and government agencies conduct significant analytical
work for the collection of data and projection of development of robotics. Table 2 lists the
main projections of development of robotics in the short term.

Table 2. The most important projections of development of robotics
Forecasts

Estimation
(bln $)

Total impact of robotics on global economy by 20255

5270

Global market of all types of robotics and software by 20206

151

Global market of industrial robotics by 2020 (double growth vs. 2013)7

75

Robotics market in Japan by 20208

25

Market of unmanned aerial vehicles by 20209

12

Service robotics market by 202010

29

The modern market of industrial robotics is a well structured and mature market. As
shown by Chart 1 the total growth of this market does not exceed 12% p.a. according
to the International Federation of Robotics. However, due to its size this market is
still attractive also for new players seeking their niches - namely the opportunities for
becoming a supplier or an integrator of technologies of larger players.

Manyika, J. Disruptive technologies: Advances that will transform life, business, and the global economy. / J. Manyika,
M.Chui, J.Bughin, R.Dobbs, P. Bisson, A.Marrs. // McKincey&Company: Insights & Reports. / Electronic data – 2013.
6
Kuteev N.Y. Presentation of the Russian Technology Agency during Round Table «State Support of Robotics in Russia» at
Innoprom Forum 2014 in Ekaterinburg.
7
Partnership for robotics in Europe. http://sparc-robotics.eu
8
Abenomics to Robonomics. // Asia one Asia. /http://news.asiaone.com/news/asia/abenomics-robonomics?nopaging=1.
9
Technology: Eyes in the sky. // http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/b42e4e34-0bfa-11e3-8840-00144feabdc0.html
10
World Robotics 2014. Industrial Robots. // 2014. http://www.worldrobotics.org
5
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Chart 1. Growth of industrial robotics in 2013–2017, bln USD

Annual growth
is 12%.

Market of robots
Market of robots including software, peripherals and system
engineering markets.

The other important market of robots is service robotics market - currently it is almost 10
times smaller than industrial robotics market but nevertheless it will demonstrate (see Chart
2) a completely different more dramatic growth. Annual growth of some of the most rapidly
developing industries of service robotics can reach 55%.

Chart 2. Growth of service robotic in 2013–2017, bln USD

55%

Chart 3. Total growth of robotics markets in the most important segments
in 2000–2025 bln USD

Personal
Commercial
Industrial
Defence
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The practical experience of Robocentre with small innovation companies demonstrated the importance
of objective evaluation of the proper market segments. Table 3 contains estimates of key segments of
service robotics (2013–2017)11
Table 3. Estimation of service robotics markets (2013–2017)
Service robotics market

2013

2014–2017

Sales, units

1889

10,250

Sales, $ mln

216

1433

Sales, units

105

1140

Sales, $ mln

24

268

Sales, units

9520

5400

Sales, $ mln

792

4000

Sales, units

131

680

Sales, $ mln

103

556

Sales, units

5921

33,850

Sales, $ mln

883

5179

Sales, units

277

3850

Sales, $ mln

13

162

Sales, units

650

2720

Sales, $ mln

43

164

Sales, units

733

16,000

Sales, $ mln

10.3

245

Sales, units

75

400

Sales, $ mln

13.36

39

Sales, units

126

1900

Sales, $ mln

1.9

14

Sales, units

1286

7130

Sales, $ mln

1450

6736

Sales, units

323

2550

Sales, $ mln

7.4

113

Sales, units

708

12,400

Sales, $ mln

4

110

Commercial (professional) robotics
Logistics systems

Rescue operations and safety

Defence applications

Underwater systems

Field robotics

Inspections and maintenance

Building construction and demolition

General purpose mobile platforms

Promotional robots and entertainment robots

Other types of service robots

Medical robotics

Professional cleaning

Personal (home) robotics
Assistance for aged and disabled persons

11

IFR 2014 data, Service Robotics. Data not available for all segments
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Entertainment robots

Robots for home work

Home security and surveillance

Sales, units

1,210,000

7,500,000

Sales, $ mln

911

4455

Sales, units

2,700,000

24,000,000

Sales, $ mln

800

6500

Sales, units

-

2050

Sales, $ mln

-

67

One of the main problem of innovators of our country is that their aspiration to create interesting solutions do not have practical application.
This is due to insufficient attention to economic aspects of implementation of technologies, ignoring of the main factors of application of created solutions. Practical experience of Skolkovo Robocentre allows the
claim that the understanding of the usefulness, benefit for a user during
development of the design has higher priority than elaboration of the
technical concept. For this reason we decided to include the key reasons
of growth of robotics in this brochure.
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Economics
The first reason of importance of robotics is
related to economy: continuous competition for
improvement of labour productivity between
countries. Low cost of labour in South-East Asia
is not a main factor determining location of the
production facilities any more. Companies realized
that the vicinity to
a customer is a competitive advantage and for this
reason they make investments in the automation
and robotization compensating the expensive
labour costs by improvement of labour productivity
through maximum automation of manual work. For
example, the headcount of employees of Philips
plant in Denmark using modern industrial robots
is 10 times less than headcount of employees
working in the same plant in China with comparable
output.
The main macroeconomic trends determining
the relevance of industrial robotics include the
following:
• Growth of demand for consumer goods both
globally and in the emerging markets.
• Reduction of life cycles of product especially in
consumer goods industry.
• Reduction of the time for entry into the market of
technology innovations.
• High demand for high quality of products all over
the world.
• Increased flexibility of reconfiguration of
production lines for raising diversity of consumer
goods to meet customer needs without
compromising the quality.
• Compensation of the shortage of skilled
personnel due to demographic shifts in developed
countries (ageing of population).
Mass application of robots in the industry
significantly increases equipment utilization ratio

due to reduction of reconfiguration time and
unplanned downtime. Application of robotics
creates the following additional advantages:
• Increased production rate. Robots can operate
with permanent speed 24/7 in an autonomous
mode.
• Improvement of quality of products and
conformance with defined requirements due to
repetition of actions with permanent characteristics.
• Improvement of flexibility during production
of products. When required processes are
programmed in robot’s controller it can easily
switch from one task to another performing
different tasks and handling different parts.
• Improvement of quality of work of employees.
Hazardous, repeated or dirty operations are
performed by a machine. This improves both
labour conditions and makes work less physically
tiring. Additionally, training of workers to use robots
improves their skills. Usage of robots reduces the
probability of accidents caused by hazardous
machines or processes. Robotics also reduces
the probability of occupational diseases related to
repeated or exhausting operations.
• Reduction of feedstock consumption. Usage of
robots increases the volume of finished products
which meet required standards and also reduces
the defects rate.
• Saving of expensive production space. New
industrial robots have lower space requirements.
New generation of collaborative robots (co-robots)
allow to create compact operational high density
production cells. Light weight of robots can ensure
high flexibility of such cells because they are
placed on ceiling or walls.
• Cost reduction. Use of robots have a positive
impact on reduction of product costs. Due to
fast adaptation to new tasks companies can
better accommodate their production facilities to
changing demand.
• Reduction of power consumption. New
generations of industrial robots with new control
systems allow to reduce power consumption. For
example, production facilities do need heating and
require lower level of illumination than shops where
people work constantly.
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Service robots are focused on delivery of services for this reason the economics of their deployment is different
from described economics of industrial robotics. Economic effect for service robotics is provided in Table 4.
Table 4. Economic effect of deployment of service robotics.

Use

Factors

Potential consequences
Home users

Improvement of quality of products

Improvement of quality
of work and labour
productivity
Reduction of manual
work

Improvement of safety,
reduction of risk

-

Reduction of defects/material
consumption

Increased free time

Reduction of personnel costs

Improvement
of quality of life

Status, PR effect

Reduction of payments to risk group
personnel
Reduction of the number of
operational accidents
Increase of the output

Improvement of
operational availability,
flexibility
New services which
were not accessible
before

Professional users

-

Reduction of power consumption

Improvement of
quality of life

Improvement of
quality of life

-

New markets

Innovational enterprise image

Increased public coverage

Population Ageing

Saving Human Lives

The ageing of global population is another
important factor of development of robots in the
future. The increase of the average age of ablebodied population in developed countries is a
demographic challenge. For example, average
age of males in Japan is 46 years. BMW expects
that by 2020 average age of employees of its
plant will be around 55 years. For this reason
the active and safe performance of senior age
employees will be attained through high degree
of automation of their work. BMW also provides
an example of a plant where workers control
cleaning of heavy casting moulds using simple
manipulators KUKA. BMW names the increase
of the average age of workers who perform this
operation as the main reason for automation of
this process. The consequences are important
not only for the company but also for the public
because the active life of aged people results in
the reduction of the load on young population.

The third reason is the creation of safe production
conditions. The use of robotics in industry, power
generation or in mining improves safety of labour,
reduces the risk of hazardous operational factors,
consequences of accidents and emergency
situations. Reduction of accident rate is caused
by the elimination of routine operations and
reduction of overall fatigue of workers.
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Structure of Industrial and Service Robotics
Monitoring of International Federation of Robotics allows to distribute the deliveries of industrial robots
by application industries. Chart 4 shows that industries such as automotive industry and electronics
production are leaders in the use of industrial robots.

Chart 4. Sales in thousands of robots by sectors of industry in 2011–2013. Source: IFR, 2014

Automotive industry,
Electronics
Metal Processing
Chemistry
Food industry
Others
Indefinite

Chart 5. Comparison of density of robots (number of robots per 10,000 employees)
in automotive industry and other industries in some countries. Source IFR, 2014

China
Italy
USA
Germany
Japan

Other industries
Automotive industry

Saturation of electronics and household appliances production by robots increased almost in three
times in comparison with 2009. Low labour cost in Asia loses its competitive advantage which cause
transformation of Asian assembly companies. For example, Apple and Foxconn signed an agreement
about investment in robotization of production facilities of the Taiwan manufacturer in the amount of
around $7 bln. The main supplier of equipment under this agreement is Japanese robotics producer
FANUC.
Chart 6 shows density of robotization (i.e. number of multi-purpose industrial robots per 10,000 of
employees in industry) in some countries.
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Chart 6. Number of robots per 10,000 employees of production in selected countries
S. Korea
Japan
Germany
Sweden
Italy
Denmark
Belgium
USA
Spain
France
Great
Britain
China
Russia

In 2013 average global level is 62, in Europe it is 82, in Northern America it is 111, in Asia and Australia
it is 51. In China the density of industrial robots is 30 robots per 10,000 employees in industry, in Russia
it is 2 robots per 10,000 employees in industry.
Chart 7 shows the regional distribution of sales of industrial robots in 2013 - total number of robots
supplied in Asian-Pacific region every year exceeds the number of robots supplied in Europe and
America.
Chart 7. Sales of industrial robots depending on region (ths. units) in 2013
Asia/Australia
Europe
Americas

Chart 8 illustrates regional distribution of sales of service robots. The difference in sales of industrial
robots is explained by the fact that industrial production in China is still at the growth stage and owner
of production facilities focus on maximum automation of processes which proven their efficiency in
terms of investments.
Chart 8. Sales of service professional robots depending on the region (ths. units) in 2013
Asia/Australia
Europe
Americas

According to estimates of International Federation of Robotics around 150,000 services robots of all
types were developed, sold and engaged since 1998 which is approximately 10 times less than total
installed base of industrial robots. Almost half of sold robots in the world have military application (Chart
9).
Chart 9. Deliveries of service robots by regions of application in 2012–2013.
Medicine
Logistics
Field
Military
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Table 5. Major global producers of industrial and service robots

Company

Brief description

Siemens AG, Germany

German transnational concern producing industrial equipment (including
robotics), electrical, electronic, power equipment, transport equipment,
medical equipment and lighting equipment that also provides specialized
services in different fields of industry, transportation and communication.

Rockwell Automation, USA

The leading US manufacturer of micro-controllers and industrial
automation equipment, electrical equipment and software.

FANUC, Japan

Japanese company that produces CNC and industrial automation
systems and industrial robots, as well. The name of the company
is an acronym of Factory Automation Numerical Control. FANUC focuses
on three businesses: machines, laser equipment and industrial robots.

KUKA, Germany

German producer of industrial robots. The company declares that
it is one of three leading suppliers of industrial robots for automotive
industry in the world and the leading supplier in the European market.
KUKA has 25 subsidiaries in the USA, Mexico, Brazil, Japan, China,
Korea, Taiwan, India and almost in all European countries. These
branches mainly sell equipment and provide maintenance services.

АВВ, Sweden

Asea Brown Boveri Ltd. is a Sweden-Swiss company specializing
in electrical engineering, power machine engineering and information
technology. The Company was established in 1988 in the result
of merger of ASEA and Swiss Brown, Boveri & Cie. The Group has
offices in more than 100 countries of the world.

Yaskawa Motoman, Japan

American branch of Yaskawa Electric Corporation, leading producer
of inverters, servomotors, controllers and industrial robots.
YASKAWA established in 1915 was a pioneer in movement control and
in actuated equipment, launch of innovation products which optimize
performance and efficiency of machines and systems.
YASKAWA products and solutions help to manage automation
of processes in different industries such as mining, steel making,
machine making, automotive industry, packing, wood-working, textile,
semiconductor and other industries.

3D Robotics,
USA

It is an US company with headquarters based on Berkeley, California
that specializes on production of unmanned aerial vehicles (drones):
airplanes and multicopters (unmanned aerial vehicles with four or more
main rotors)

Google Inc.,
USA

A US transnational public corporation. The company was founded by
Larry Page and Sergey Brin. It was first time registered as a private
company on September 04, 1998 and on August 19, 2004 it proceeds
with IPO.. In 2013 the company started to acquire robotics companies
which helped it to take leading positions in robotics.

iRobot,
USA

An US company specializing on development, production and sales
of robotics: de-miner robots, scout robots, vacuum cleaner robot
Roomba, mopping robot Scooba. The company’s headquarters
are based in Bedford., Massachusets.. iRobot is a public company
listed in NASDAQ. iRobot was founded in 1990 by Rodney Brooks,
Colin Angle and Helen Greiner from Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Robotics in Russia
Robotics in Russia has a long and notable history. L.P. Chebyshev
back in the 19th century developed the main principles of plantigrade machines which is now a basis of all studies in the field
of bipedal and quadrupedal robots. In the 20th century the development of robotics in the Soviet Union was focused on the military application and space exploration. Our main achievements
include the first combat application of remotely controlled unmanned tanks during Soviet-Finland war. The record set in 1973
by «Lunokhod 2» in movement on extraterrestrial surface was
beaten only after forty one years by the US Mars rover «Opportunity». Soviet scientists were also pioneers in development of
exo-prostheses. The first micro electric circuit of exo-prostheses
was developed in the 60s by A.Kobrinsky, S.Bolkovitin and others.
Due to the strategic importance of robotics and control system
the Soviet Union introduced a separate specialization «mechatronics and robotics» in many higher education institutions. By current
time in 30 Russian higher education institutions this is a one of the
core subjects. One third of all universities providing such course
are concentrated in Moscow and Saint-Petersburg. According to
estimates of Robotics Centre from 650 to 800 graduates with robotics as the core subject leave the higher education institutions
of Russia every year. However, the actual number can be significantly higher if a number of related specializations like control
systems, mechatronics and others are taken into account.

A.Kobrinsky and his invention first mioelectric design for
artificial prosthetic hand

Technical vision system developed by «Eidos Robotics» for industrial
robots
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Currently, in Russia over 120 organizations (private and government) conducts R&D
activities in different fields of robotics. The largest R&D centers are located in Moscow,
Saint-Petersburg, Ryazan, Kovrov, Magnitogorsk, Kazan, Tomsk and Vladivostok.
But in terms of demand in robotics of Russian industry the situation can be characterized
as disastrous. According to studies of International Federation of Robotics the density of
robotization in Russian is one of the lowest in the worlds and equals to 2 robots per 10,000
employees in production industry. Total number of industrial robots installed in Russia
amounts to several thousands concentrated mainly in automotive industry. According to
monitoring of International Federation of Robotics in 2013 the Russian industry deployed
around 615 robotics systems (34% YOY growth). Total number of industrial robots installed
in the Russian Federation was 2400 units. Distribution of installed robots by sectors is
shown on Chart 10.

Handling

25%

35%

Welding

Painting

41%
31%
15%

Automobile

Metalworks

The main reason for such low penetration of robotics in the Russian industry is the absence
of demand of companies for equipment which increases economic return on capital.
Additionally, it is necessary to note insufficient supply of robotics and maintenance services.
The low demand of the industry determines the main focus of the Russian small businesses
specializing in robotics - service robotics: autonomous vehicles, tele-presence and mobile
robots, different surface and air surveillance systems, medical and rehabilitation systems,
educational and entertainment robotics.
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Educational platform «TRIK»
developed by «Cybertech Labs»
company

Educational platform «TRIK»
developed by «Cybertech Labs»
company

Webot - telepresence robot,
developed by «Wicron» company
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Collaboration with Skolkovo Institute
of Science and Technology (Skoltech)
Skoltech takes an active part in the work of Skolkovo Robotics
Centre. The most promising teams of participants of Robocentre
are engaged in the projects of research assistants and postgraduate students of Skoltech. Namely, the co-founders of Wikron and
Lexy, Dmitry Suvorov and Roman Zhukov are PG students of Professor Dmitry Olegovich Teteryukov.
Skoltech cooperates with Robocentre in organization of its events
- teams and instructors of Skoltech are regular participants of
Hackathons - Robohacks. In 2015 Robocentre and Skoltech jointly
organized Skolkovo Robotics an anthropomorphic robotics conference in Startup Village and other events.
The Head of Solkovo Robotics Centre Albert Efimov became one
of co-authors of Skoltech New Industrial Technology Report released in January 2015.

World-famous robotics professor Hiroshi Ishiguro presents at Skoltech, 2015
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Expert Board of Robotics Centre

The Advanced Research Foundation was created in
2012 to support the development of high-risk R&D. The
Foundation focuses on three main areas: chemicalbiological and medical, physical-technical, information.
The
Foundation
is
a
traditional
co-organizer
of
annual
conference
Skolkovo
Robotics.
Advanced
Research
Foundation
and
Skolkovo
Foundation cooperate in expert review of projects.

The main objective of Foundation for Assistance to
Small Innovative Enterprises in science and technology
is financial and information support, creation and
development of infrastructure for assistance to small
innovative enterprises. The Foundation provides support
to more than 1500 enterprises every year.
The Foundation is a traditional co-organizer of annual
conference Skolkovo Robotics. It takes an active part
in selection of projects for robotics track Statup Tour.
The support of the Foundation is very important for
Russian robotics engineers: many projects of Robocentre
were also financed by Assistance Foundation.

Oleg Deripaska’s Volnoe Delo Foundation supports
education, science, healthcare system and addresses
significant social problems. Application of innovative
approaches to development and implementation of
programs of the Foundation allows for attainment of goals,
for assistance and supporting over long time.
The Foundation is a traditional co-organizer of annual
conference Skolkovo Robotics. Skolkovo Robotics Centre
takes an active part in activities of Volnoe Delo Foundation
such as Robocross - a test of unmanned aerial vehicles.
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The mission of the Foundation is the development of
successful solutions providing the blind and deaf people
with self-realization and development opportunities. The
programs of the Foundation cover the following areas:
Educated Society, Education and Science, Enabling,
Technologies, Social Rehabilitation and Integration,
World. Society. Family.
An engineering Hackathon for creation of robotic systems
for disabled people was held jointly with Deaf-Blind
Support Fund.

Innopolis is a project of a new city that integrates young
skilled specialists from all over the country enhancing the
innovative potential of Russia. In 2015 up to 300 graduate
and 100 post-graduate students will start their studies in
IT areas in 2015 in the new Russian city.
The
University
is
a
traditional
co-organizer
of
annual
conference
Skolkovo
Robotics
and other activities of Skolkovo Robocentre.
The main task of LEGO Group is creation and development
of the future of game, development and introduction of
advanced teaching methods in the classrooms that can
transform the educational process. The goal of LEGO
Education is to create and introduce educational solutions
allowing the students to achieve success not only in
learning but also in further life.
Lego Education is a co-organizer of conference Skolkovo
Robotics 2015.

The first Russian scientific and popular exhibition that
gathered over 20 modern robots from all over the world.
BAL ROBOTOV included several formats: interactive,
educational and entertainment. An educational centre was
opened as part of the project — it is a robotic laboratory
where over 1500 children studied the basics of robotics.
BAL ROBOTOV is a traditional information partner of
Skolkovo Robocentre.
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Participants of Robotics Centre
VisionLabs

X turion

Moscow

Saint-Petersburg

Type / Components
Stage / In market

Type / Personal robotics
Stage / In development

VisionLabs Luna is a software complex
of facial recognition for banks and retail chains
that ensures instantaneous verification and
identification of customers using their images
or videos based on an image recognition
technology of unique quality and response time.

xTurion is a mobile robotised platform for home
that is used for integrated monitoring (of fire,
theft, water and gas leaks, climate) without
sophisticated installation, excessive hardware and
false response due to developed control system
and communication capabilities.

Wikron

Nanosemantics Lab

Moscow

Moscow

Type / Service robotics
Stage / In market

Type / Components
Stage / In market

Webot is a tele-presence robot enabling the
user to perform actions in the area of location
of robot using computer or Internet. It addresses
the issue of communication automation and allows
for remote monitoring of the situation, interaction
with people and moving with the walking speed.

Inf is an dialogue online service based on artificial
intelligence for automatic processing of inquiries
available on different platforms. User consulting,
technical support and support in selection
of
products,
reduction
of
contact
centre load, improvement of conversion
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Lexy

NaviRobot

Moscow

Moscow

Type / Personal robotics
Stage / In development

Type / Service robotics
Stage / In development

Lexy is a home device for the entire family
that understands human voice and provided
with artificial intelligence designed for mass
customer in the age from 18 to 40 years. Lexy
provides a voice access to information in Internet,
it manages smart home and entertains owners.

NR CyberMates is a PaaS platform that includes
the following:
1) Service web-platform embedded in the platform
of operator;
2) Subscriber set including controller, set of
devices, mobile software and account on
operator’s website.
It connects devices for a single platform that
ensures autonomous interaction.

MIRP - Intellectual Systems

Sybo Tech

Moscow

Moscow

Type / Personal robotics
Stage / In development

Type / Components
Stage / In market

Hyper-Kolobok is an affordable intellectual home
robot. A home robot can speak, move, learn
and accommodate to its master and embedded
artificial intelligence solutions based on neuron
network enable it to «remember» life situation and
adapt to it.

STRobotics is a specialized platform for
development of autonomous service robots
consisting of the following components: robot
on-board system control modules and software
controller SBrick with software RNS for auto
piloting, technical vision and object manipulation.
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ExoAtlet

KB Avrora

Moscow

Ryazan

Type / Medical and rehabilitation robotics
Stage / In development

Stage / In development

ExoAtlet project is an exoskeleton for rehabilitation
and social adaptation used for rehabilitation of
people with disorder of locomotory function of lower
limbs through replicating walking biomechanics,
ease of usage, affordability and used technologies.

The main project is aimed at creating an universal
system of navigation and control of ground
unmanned vehicles. A software and hardware
platform was developed as part of the project
that includes tools for testing and debugging
of sensor data collection and analysis
and
decision
making
subsystems.

Promobot

VIST MINING TECHNOLOGY

Perm

Moscow

Type / Service robotics
Stage / In market

Stage / In market

Promobot is a universal support robot for crowded
areas that provides navigation support, consulting
services for customers, identifies goods,
broadcasts promotional materials, promotes sales
and collects context information about customers.

Intelligent Mine is the first in Russia and CIS
technology for open pit mining that does not require
human presence. The system can be deployed on
the most common types of equipment in Russia
and CIS (BELAZ truck, EKG excavators, etc.).
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CyberTechs Labs
St. Petersburg
Stage / In market
TRIK is a universal software and hardware platform
for prototyping of personal and service robots which
significantly surpasses world analogues and allows
creating modern robots that can «see» and «hear».
Controller is compatible with a wide range of motors
and sensors including competitors’ products and
it can be programmed on all popular languages
and for this it is interesting for professionals, too.

Intellectual Technology
Laboratory LINTECH
Stage / In market
Intellectual Technology Laboratory LINTECH
develops and implements integrated systems
in the field of wireless sensor networks
including the field of educational robotics
using
proprietary
algorithms
of
selforganizing
distributed
sensor
networks.

SMP Robotics

Laboratory of the Future

Zelenograd

Stage / In development

Stage / In market

«Kanatokhod» is a robotised system for
diagnostics of high voltage overhead power
lines. The system combines advantages of
unmanned aerial vehicles and robots moving on
power lines. Combination of functions should
improve efficiency of working process and relieve
a human being from a part operational load.

Security robot «Tral Patrol» is designed for
remote mobile video surveillance. The robot
equipped with a panoramic video surveillance
system can automatically travel across secured
area and should replace a patrol guard.
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Research Laboratory
of Design Automation

Sadko Mobile

Stage / In market

The project mission is development of standardized
control system for vertical take-off and landing
unmanned aerial vehicles (VTOL UAV). The key
feature is operation in two main flight modes vertical (take-off/landing/hovering) and horizontal
(prolonged flight in horizontal plane).

RLDA LLC develops and serially produces industrial
controllers, I/O modules, interface converters,
sensors and integrated automation systems and
software for different industries which repeatedly
entered the list of the best products of Russia.

Le Talo Robotics
Stage / In development
The main project is an unmanned aerial
vehicles service. Hardware and software
solutions for creation of networks outside the
unattended autonomous stations. Unmanned
aerial vehicles in the autonomous mode fly
over the area and collect required information.

Stage / In development

TSURU
robotics
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Success Stories
ExoAtlet Success Story
Developer of medical exoskeleton ExoAtlet started its road to success from its triumph in
Startup Village 2014. The team used their prize to create an improved version of the medical
exoskeleton ExoAtlet Albert which after 4 months became the first pilot of the company.
9 months after it won the competition the company launched the first Russian clinical
studies of medical exoskeleton in Pirogov Russian National Research Medical University
(RNRMU). The first sales of exoskeleton are expected in 2017.

ExoAthlet demonstration to top management of Skolkovo Innovation Center and Russia’ Olympic Company
while signing Agreement on Olympic Technopark in Skolkovo

VisionLabs Success Story
Young and ambitious company VisionLabs founded by graduates of Skolkovo and Bauman
MSTU Aleksey Nekhaev and Aleksandr Khanin developed technology for recognition
of faces on photo and video - VisionLabs Luna. The innovation is an unique algorithm
of effective compact description of signatures of images of objects that ensures the
highest quality of recognition and response time that surpasses competing solutions
by an order of magnitude. Currently, the technology is in top three best solutions of
the world. Commercial product is released. Its customers are the largest banks and
retailers of Russia and CIS that use VL Luna for recognition of customer faces and
fraudster search. Strategic partnership agreements are signed with SAS and Equifax.

Russian President V.Putin meets internet startups community. Alexander Khanin, CEO of
«VisionLabs» company demostrates Re:Action - technology of face, number plates and action
recognition system
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Promobot Success Story
The Perm robot Promobot was presented in autumn 2014 when it won the all-Russian
competition Generation S and in spring 2015 it became a resident of Skolkovo Robocentre.
Promobot is a universal support robot for crowded areas that provides navigation support,
consulting services for customers, identifies goods, broadcasts promotional materials,
promotes sales and collects context information about customers. The novelty of the
solution proposed by the innovative project comprises the resolution of the following tasks:
personalization; facial recognition; voice identification; dialogue (self-learning); biometry;
navigation; person detection.
Currently you can encounter Promobot not only in a supermarket but even in an university
- Promobot Atlantim in January 2015 took the position of Deputy Chair of Robotics
Department of Moscow Institute of Technology.

Promobot meets Tatarstan’s President R. Minnikhanov
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Events of Robotics Centre
Robotics Industrial Design Hackathon

Industrial design
hackathon
«Robodesign» during
«Skolkovo Robotics
2015» Conference

The first industrial design hackathon was held for the first time in Russia
as part of the third international conference Skolkovo Robotics. During
three days teams of young designers, both students of respective higher
education institutions and freelancers created their concepts for existent
robots which are available in the market. The jury said the level of final
work was very high and customers of projects - 5 robotic companies
residents of Skolkovo will implement the design concepts of hackathon
in their products.
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Engineering Hackathon
An engineering robohack which is competition of projects of
young engineers, programmers and just fans of robotics was
held as part of international competition Skolkovo Robotics.
The goal of this competition was development of prototypes
of useful devices and services related to robotics. The teams were
supposed to resolve one of the problems which are
Engineering hackathon
«Robohack» during
«Skolkovo Robotics
2015» Conference

faced by people with disorders of sensory-perceptive functions. The
teams were allowed to use any robotics platforms, 3D printers and
accessories provided by organizers.
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Engineering Hackathon

Robonight 2014, Central Telegraph, Moscow

It is an experimental format event and the largest night gathering of geeks, unusual
entertainment and educational event of robot fans Robonight was held in the centre
of Moscow at night from Friday to Saturday on September 19–20, 2014. Over 800 people
visited the event.
The program included a foresight-game, club for discussion of three laws of
robotics, two film shows and robotics exhibition, entertainment program and a disco.
The Skolkovo Open University was a co-organizer of the event.
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Competitions of Robotics Centre
Skolkovo Innovation Centre starting from 2013
regularly holds Robotics competitions. Participation
in competitions helps young people to show themselves,
to raise start-up financing, to find an investor.
2013 — Robotics and Autonomous Transport Systems
competition. iXturion was the winner.
2014 — Tests of autonomous vehicles Robocross-2014.
These tests were held by Volnoe Delo Foundation and
Skolkovo. KB Avrora was the winner.
In 2014–2015 Skolkovo Robocenter held three hackathons.
Teams of enthusiasts developed prototypes of solutions
for improvement of quality of life of disabled people and
for improvement of the design of robots.
2015 — The first Russian Turing test in the Russian
language was held jointly with Skolkovo resident
Nanosemantics.
2015 — Tests of autonomous vehicles Robocross-2015
were held by Volnoe Delo Fondation and GAZ Group. The
first Skolkovo Open Cup held in 2015 without limitations
for participation of professional developers.
Design Bureau
«Aurora» wins
autonomous
vehicle Challenge
«Robocross-2014»

Alan Turing’s
incarnation made
by three companies:
«Neurobotics»,
«Nanosemantics»
and «Lexy».
Animatronic figure
with artificial
intelligence:
understands human
natural speech,
embody Alan
Turing’s personality,
has 9 animatronics
degrees of freedom
for face muscles
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Procedure to Obtain the Participant Status

Filing the
Sign-in: \www.sk.ru

Formal Verification
of Applications
Verification of
the application
completeness

- examination
as to substance
Expert vote: 10 Foresite
experts shall be chosen
randomly

On-line filling-in of
the application

Applicant

• The product/technology have competitive
advantage over global peers
• The product/technology have an
important commercialization potential, at

Foresite compliance
estimate (priorities
within 5 strategic
activities
sponsored by the
Skolkovo project
Participant procedure

CRITERIA

least on the Russian market
• The project may be implemented
• The key researchers has the required
knowledge for successful project
implementation/researches;
• The Project Team has a specialist with
international expertise in researches,
development / final commercialization.

Foundation

Participant

Legal verification
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Participants of Robotics Centre
Albert
Efimov
Head of Skolkovo
Robotics Centre
Born on May 4, 1970.
In 1993 he graduated from the Cybernetics Department of
Moscow State Institute of Radio Engineering, Electronics and
Mathematics. In 2002 he received the Chevening scholarship
and obtained a Masters degree in Communication
Management in Strathclyde Graduate Business School
(UK). In 2012 he took a course in Summer Robotics School
of Imperial College of London. A postgraduate student
of Institute of World Economy and International Relations
since 2013. An author of a number of scientific publications
about innovation ecosystem of Russia and co-author of
new technology report of Skolkovo Institute of Science and
Technology.
1994–2011 — work in middle and large Russian telecom
companies - Aerocom, Equant and Mobile Telesystems
Group (MTS). At MTS he was responsible for development
and implementation of IT strategy and interaction with
business.
In 2011 he took the position of IT Project Director of IT
Cluster of Skolkovo Foundation. 2011–2014 — development
of a number of areas of support of small knowledgeintensive companies - participants of Skolkovo in the field
of informatization of healthcare system and computer vision.
2013–2014 — Public Secretary of Expert Board of the
Ministry of Communication and Mass Media of Russia on
development of information technology industry.
In 2013 he held the first Russian robotic conference Skolkovo
Robotics. Since August 2014 he manages Robotics Centre
of Skolkovo Foundation. The main goal of Robotics Centre
is acceleration of entrepreneurship activity in robotics and
cyber-biophysical systems. Robocentre is the organizer and
mastermind of all activities of in Skolkovo Foundation whose
name starts from with Robo...
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Aleksey
Gonnochenko
Project Manager
Higher technical education in Don State Technical University
(DSTU).
In 2010–2012 — teacher of special disciplines in DSTU.
Participation in creation of a youth innovation centre. 2012 —
organizing and managing of robotics resource centre of DSTU.
The team of this centre during 3 years successfully participated
in international competitions ABU Robocon and addressed
different application tasks. Active participant of development
of engineering community of the university, development of
applied cooperation in robotics with universities of Russia and
Asia.

Olga
Avryasova
Project Manager
(Bauman Moscow of Olga graduated cum laude from N.G.
Chernyshevsky Saratov State University, Nano- and Biomedical
Technologies Department, with specialization Microelectronics
and Solid State Electronics, Energy Faculty of Saratov State
Technical University with specialization Electrical Power
Supply and post graduate studies with specialization Electrical
Engineering Complexes and Systems. Graduate of the first
year of the Skolkovo Open University and Singularity University
(Graduate Studies Program).
Olga has research experience. She co-authored scientific
publications and patents.
Holder of the scholarship of the President and Government of
the Russian Federation.
Winner of competition «My Idea for Russia 2011», U.M.N.I.K
program Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative
Enterprises in science and technology, all-Russian competitions
of youth programs and program IT-START of Federal Agency
for Youth

Peter
Levich
Manager of Work
with Community
Higher technical education in Moscow Physics and Technical
Institute.
Before joining Skolkovo Foundation Petr dealt with development
of robotics in Autodesk.
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Robocentre Contacts

robotics.sk.ru
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Contact us at robotics@sk.ru

